
Mr. A Stevenson, 
Development Management,

Developments and Environmental, North Somerset Council,
Town Hall, Weston-super-Mare BS23 1UJ

Dear Mr. Stevenson,   Re:  Planning Application Number: 15/P/0185/O
Outline application for the erection of 85 dwellings north of Chestnut Drive, Claverham

I OBJECT TO THE ABOVE PROPOSAL, BECAUSE:
IT WOULD REMOVE DEMAND, FOR MORE SUSTAINABLY PLANNED HOMES

By rushing into passing approval for building non-sustainable homes (as a knee jerk reaction to creating homes for 
people), we are forgetting that people would prefer 'sustainable homes', designed to maintain the character of where 
people choose to live – NOT homes which are built to create a profit for developers shareholders; as cloned versions 

of those built everywhere else. 

1. A choice should be made 'on planning terms', whether a loss of the visual attractiveness of a village like Claverham (and 
the character of open airiness, that the two fields concerned add to the 'centre of the village'), would be detrimental, or not?

2. Then choose between   demand for new homes blended alongside existing properties (to benefit the character of the 
village), or estate homes which make a negative impact on the village landscapes.

3. Add to that   the fact that re-development of existing properties (inside the settlement of the village), would have 
it's market taken away; leaving the potential sub-division of existing homes unexploited; as they 'in their turn' 

would be seen as adding to other problems for the village, if green-field applications like this go ahead of them.

The application does NOT meet the viability test or the sustainability test enshrined within the governments 2014  
announced NPPF, if it denies residents of Claverham the right to sustainable homes throughout Claverham.  

.
Unless Claverham (being an in-fill village) is given 'a market' to sustainably develop (inside the settlement 

boundary), it will lose it's potential for economic property upgrades; so the total housing stock will lose out.

 Recognizing that Claverham's EXISTING PROPERTIES 'would be DENIED OPPORTUNITY'  
(if the go-ahead was given for green-field construction), the application must be denied.

I shall rely on everyone's ethical reasoning, NOT to pass this application: which may attempt 'to use 
opportunistic timing or technical loop-hole trickery' (aimed at denying residents of Claverham the protection  

'under law', that the spirit and intention of UK and European Legal statutes are set up to provide).

Yours sincerely, Richard Sibley 13 Dunsters Road, Claverham, BS49 4LU tel (01934) 838709 and (07805) 850569
Supporting 'arguments against unsustainable non-viable development' : www.lifecentrestage.wordpress.com   

http://www.lifecentrestage.wordpress.com/



